Are you ready for your next adventure in team development?
Whether on the world’s highest mountain, or in an organization
striving for ever greater heights, high-performance teams are:
•
•
•

aligned by clearly defined goals & guiding principles
share appreciation for their interdependent roles
make tough decisions under time-pressure, in spite of
information complexity and ambiguity

TeamEverest is an interactive multi-media learning program that immerses participants in the true
story of Canadian’s most historical mountaineering expedition to the summit of Everest, attempting to
support the first North American woman to the top of the world.
Your adventure awaits for what is:
•

a relevant and memorable team development
workshop as participants are spirited away
on an exciting adventure while working to
create a more effective organization.
customizable to focus discussions on
addressing key challenges being faced by
your organization or your particular team.

•

Our tool kit of organizational effectiveness
approaches will anchor your participants’ insights with
relevant applications to improved dynamics in their
workplace roles.
Some of their exercises that stand out over the years include the Team Everest simulation that served
as a backdrop during our two-day leadership forum with the Home Depot’s Supply Chain management
group. I am sure you will also enjoy the benefits of their capabilities in providing team effectiveness,
leadership development or organization change learning programs. CFO - The Home Depot

TeamEverest will drive leadership messages deep into your organization
through engaging personal and team application of this powerful metaphor:
•
•
•
•

Highly flexible: customizable in half or full-day
Fully interactive and consistently motivational
Stunning imagery, video & sound from Everest
Hones effective leadership behaviours and team
decision-making capabilities
• Strengthens alignment and commitment to
strategic initiatives and organizational values

We all came away feeling thoroughly motivated, encouraged, more experienced, more
knowledgeable and empowered to act. In large part this was due to the Team Everest
challenge and the way you worked with us to link that into our particular challenges.
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